
UDA-US SOCCER ACADEMY



CHANGING  LIVES

THROUGH  EDUCATION

PHILOSOPHY

MANUS PRIMA (TEAM FIRST)



ON  & OFF  THE  FIELD

FOUNDATIONS  FOR  SUCCESS

Academic
Integrity

CommitmentDiscipline

Soccer
Intelligence

Citizenship



ACADEMIC

INTEGRITY

Education is our highest priority. Our long term goal is student-athletes equipped

with a nationally recognized degree from NMSU.

DISCIPLINE Disciplined players are always more productive and effective students.

COMMITMENT
UDA will create a positive environment for program goals with committed

students and athletes.

SOCCER

INTELLIGENCE

Soccer Intelligence is what separates players. UDA will constantly expose players to

soccer experiences through playing, watching, travelling and educational material,

helping players be in touch with high level game nuances.

CITIZENSHIP
UDA will be an integral part of NM State and surrounding community through

service projects and the local soccer community.

FOUNDATIONS FOR SUCCESS



Team goals always supersede the

individual .

THE VISION

Players obligated to defend ,  protect

and meet the team 's expectations .

Embrace the program 's culture ,

traditions ,  beliefs and philosophy .

TEAM

PROTECT

CULTURE



TRUE DEVELOPMENT

Player
Centered

Emotional 
Needs Long 

Term
Vision

Education



PLAYER CENTERED

Players  are  at  the  center  of  the  process .

Players  have  autonomy  to  make  their  own

choices  within  and  outside  the  game .

Players  are  given  the  chance  to  make

decis ions  to  help  them  become  good

problem  solvers  and  take  ownership  of  their

personal  performance  and  the  team 's

performance .



EMOTIONAL NEEDS
All  players  are  unique  in  physique ,  character  and  emotions .

At  an  early  age ,  feel ing  part  of  the  group  i s  seen  as  a  top

prior ity  for  most  young  athletes .  I t  i s  essential  that  players

know  you  care  about  them  as  people  f i rst ,  then  soccer

players .  This  includes  asking  them  about  l i fe  outside  of

soccer .  

Different  players  react  dif ferently  to  dif ferent  s ituations .

Understanding  how  players  operate  on  an  emotional  level  i s

key  to  unlocking  potential .

We  want  players  to  be  emotional ly  in  control ,  with  the

abi l i ty  to  create  peak  performance  on  demand .  

I t  i s  essential  to  the  team 's  welfare  to  create  an  emotional ly

safe  environment .



LONG TERM VISION

Development  i s  a  long  term  project .    Players  have  to  bel ieve

the  process  wil l  take  t ime ,  energy  and  commitment .  UDA -US

is  more  concerned  with  how  players  wil l  perform  and  behave

in  the  future ,  rather  than  how  many  league  games  or

tournaments  they  win .

It 's  got to start with the kids.  You have to f ind the players
who have the technical abil ity right from the off as Barca
do. Other teams look for young players who are big,  tall
and strong. Team in Catalunya beat Barca's youngsters. . .
but Barca's beaten team will  have 3 future footballers,
the other team none. They are already thinking about
winning instead of unearthing teh technically gifted
players,  which is Barca's priority.

Xavi Hernandez Barcelona



EDUCATION

Education  of  the  players  and  parents  i s  essential  to  the

success  of  the  team :

Expectations Standards Behavior



No  talking  to  opponent ,  referees  or  other  team 's  coach .

Trash  talking  only  invites  an  environment  of  negativ ity  which

distracts  players  f rom  playing  the  game  and  can  make  the

environment  unsafe  for  players  and  spectators .

Shaking  the  hands  of  the  opponents  and  off ic ials  respectful ly .

Embracing  the  style  of  play  and  behavior  expected  f rom  a  UDA -

US  player .

Players  would  always  act  appropriately  and  within  the

framework  of  the  team  philosophy .

EXPECTATIONS



PLAYER EXPECTATIONS

Treated  with  respect  by  coach  and  parents .

Training  sessions  that  are  intense  and  relevant .

Training  sessions  that  are  organized .

Obvious  improvement  over  t ime .

Open  and  honest  communication .

Trust  the  coach  to  share  any  problems  you  are  having  with

the  team .



COACH EXPECTATIONS
Create  a  safe  environment ,  physical ly  and  emotional ly  for  development .  

Communicate  effect ively  with  parents  and  players .

Have  a  philosophy  and  vis ion  for  the  team .

High  qual ity  training  session  that  are  planned  and    relate  to  the  game  of  soccer .

Wear  appropriate  coaching  gear  as  an  example  to  the  players  and  the  importance  of

appearance  and  i ts  relat ionship  to  practice  and  game  preparat ion .

Fol low  through  on  matters  of  behavior  and  discipl ine  

Be  real ist ic  with  age  appropriate  expectat ions .  

Ins ist  on  appropriate  behavior   for  parents  and  players  within  the  f ramework  defined  by

club  philosophy .



STYLE  OF  PLAY

Positive thinking soccer

Trying to go forward

Long periods of possession

Creative 

Take risks 

Building out of the back



ORDER OF

IMPORTANCE
Education

Player
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Players that aren’t true leaders but try to be, always bash other
players after a mistake. True leaders on the pitch already assume

others will make mistakes. 

Quality without results is pointless. Results without quality is boring.

Johan Cruyff



The fundamentals, what I want, which is to take the ball, try to play
as offensive as possible and dominate the game through the ball, is

the same. I grew up with that; I was a player with that idea, and I am
a coach with that idea.

Pep Guardiola



I’ve never played for a draw in my life.

Sir Alex Ferguson


